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U.S. Department of Labor 

March 16, 2022 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20210 

RE: Freedom oflnformation Act Request No. 2022-F-02615 

This is a final response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) dated December 7, 2021, seeking 
three webinar programs. Your request was assigned to the OSHA Directorate of Whistleblower 
Protection Programs for a final response. 

You requested: 

A copy of the webinar presentation slides for "When is a Quit not a Quit" 
Copresented in January 2021 by the Office of Education. I also request a 
copy of the presentation slides for the Federal Railroad Safety Act and the 
National Transit Systems Security Act. I also request a copy of the slides 
for the presentation on postponement and deferral procedures. 

A search of the Agency's records located all three of these presentations, and OSHA can release 
these to you under FOIA. We have attached copies of the documents. 

If you have questions about our response, please contact Robert B. Turnage at (202) 693-2036 or 
turnage.robb@dol.gov. 

You have the right to appeal this decision with the Solicitor of Labor within 90 days from the 
date of this letter. The appeal must state, in writing, the grounds for the appeal, including any 
supporting statements or arguments. The appeal should also include a copy of your initial 
request and a copy of this letter. 

If you appeal, you may mail your appeal to: Solicitor of Labor, U.S. Department of Labor, 
Room N-2420, 200 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20210 or fax your appeal 
to (202) 693-5538. Alternatively, you may email your appeal to foiaappeal@dol.gov; appeals 
submitted to any other email address will not be accepted. The envelope (if mailed), subject 
line (if emailed), or fax cover sheet (if faxed), and the letter indicating the grounds for appeal, 
should be clearly marked: "Freedom oflnformation Act Appeal." 

In addition to filing an appeal, you may contact the Department's FOIA Public Liaison, Thomas 
G. Hicks, Sr., at (202) 693-5427 or hicks.thomas@dol.gov for assistance in resolving disputes. 
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You also may contact the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) for assistance. 
OGIS offers mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and federal 
agencies as a non-exclusive alternative to litigation. Using OGIS services does not affect 
your right to pursue litigation. You may mail OGIS at the Office of Government Information 
Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS, College 
Park, MD 20740-6001. Alternatively, you may send an email using the link from their website 
at https://ogis.archives.gov, or address it directly to ogis@nara.gov. Finally, you can contact 
OGIS by telephone: (202) 741-5770; fax: (202) 741-5769; or toll-free: 1-877-684-6448. 

It is also important to note that the service offered by OGIS is not an alternative to filing an 
administrative FOIA appeal. 

Thank you for your interest in occupational safety and health. 

Sincerely, 

ANTHON Digitally signed by 
ANTHONY ROSA 

Y ROSA Date: 2022.03.17 
12:48: 12 -04'00' 

Anthony Rosa, Acting Director 
Directorate of Whistleblower Protection Programs 

FOIA No. 2022-F-02615 
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Constructive Discharge, and the Ambiguous 
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Topics

 Participants will be able to evaluate:
 Work refusals
 Constructive discharge
 Whether an employer interpreted an ambiguous action from an 

employee as a quit



Background

 There are three circumstances when an employee appears to 
quit that may be covered:
– Work refusals
– Constructive discharge
– Employee says or does something ambiguous which the employer 

interprets as quitting

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the time, when an employee quits her employment, she is not protected under the whistleblower statutes that we enforce.  However, there are some circumstances under which an employee stopping work is protected under our statutes.  Each case where an employee stops work should be reviewed to determine whether it is protected under any of these doctrines. 



Part 1

Work Refusals
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Work Refusals, Generally

 Refusals to work are generally protected under the 
whistleblower statutes. A refusal to work is a temporary 
cessation of work due to an objection to a particular task.  It is 
not a quit or a resignation.
 The protections are similar, but there are differences. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work refusals are most frequently seen under section 11(c).  We’ll begin our discussion with that statute.



Work Refusals under Section 11(c) of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act (11(c))

 Employees have the right to refuse to perform an assigned task if they:
– Have a reasonable apprehension of serious injury or death arising from a 

hazardous condition at the workplace; and
– Refuse in good faith to expose themselves to the hazardous condition; and
– Have no reasonable alternative; and
– Have insufficient time, due to the urgency of the situation, to eliminate the 

danger through resort to regular statutory enforcement channels (i.e., 
contacting OSHA or an OSHA State Plan); and

– Where possible, sought from their employer, and were unable to obtain, a 
correction of the dangerous condition.

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under section 1977.12(b)(2), employees have the right to refuse to perform an assigned task if they meet all of the following criteria.  We’ll break down each element on the following slides and discuss how they play out in an actual case.1977.12(b)(2)However, occasions might arise when an employee is confronted with a choice between not performing assigned tasks or subjecting himself to serious injury or death arising from a hazardous condition at the workplace. If the employee, with no reasonable alternative, refuses in good faith to expose himself to the dangerous condition, he would be protected against subsequent discrimination. The condition causing the employee's apprehension of death or injury must be of such a nature that a reasonable person, under the circumstances then confronting the employee, would conclude that there is a real danger of death or serious injury and that there is insufficient time, due to the urgency of the situation, to eliminate the danger through resort to regular statutory enforcement channels. In addition, in such circumstances, the employee, where possible, must also have sought from his employer, and been unable to obtain, a correction of the dangerous condition.



Whirlpool Corp. v. Marshall, 445 U.S. 1 (1980)

 Supreme Court case that affirmed the right to refuse 
dangerous work
 We’ll use the case to walk through a protected work refusal

8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Whirlpool plant had overhead conveyors to transport components throughout the plant.  There’s a wire mesh screen about 20 feet above the floor to prevent employees from being hit by anything falling.  Maintenance employees occasionally need to remove things from the screen.  They can usually stand on the frame around the screen but sometimes need to stand on the screen. Occasionally  the screen had to be repaired and strengthened.  One employee fell and survived.  An employee died when he fell from a section of screen that had not been replaced by stronger mesh.  Two employees met with the superintendent about not working where the mesh had not been replaced.  The superintendent disagreed that it was unsafe but permitted them to inspect the area with their foreman and point out areas that needed repair.  The employees were unsatisfied with the response and asked for contact information for OSHA.  One employee called OSHA.  The next day, they were directed to remove items from a section of screen that had not been upgraded.  They refused.  They were ordered to punch out, weren’t paid, and a reprimand was placed in their files.



11(c) Work Refusal Elements

 Have a reasonable apprehension of serious injury or death 
arising from a hazardous condition at the workplace

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with all of these elements, the “reasonable apprehension” depends on the situation.  The reasonable apprehension must be an objectively reasonable belief that the hazardous condition at the workplace could cause serious injury or death.In Whirlpool, the employees knew that  two other employees had fallen, one to his death.  They knew that the condition was hazardous and reasonably believed they could die, as another employee had.



11(c) Work Refusal Elements, #2

 Refuse in good faith to expose themselves to the hazardous 
condition

10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refusing to expose themselves to the hazardous condition must be in good faith.  If, for example, the employee has asked whether the condition is, in fact, hazardous and been told no, the refusal may not be in good faith.  



11(c) Work Refusal Elements, #3

 Have no reasonable alternative;

11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This may be the most difficult element to prove.  There must be no reasonable alternative to not working.  For example, if the employer provides an alternative that the employee does not take, the work refusal may not be protected.The employees were unable to fulfill their duties by working around the mesh.  There was no alternative.The duties they were asked to perform could not happen without stepping on the potentially dangerous surface.  They had no alternative.



11(c) Work Refusal Elements, #4

 Have insufficient time, due to the urgency of the situation, to 
eliminate the danger through resort to regular statutory 
enforcement channels (i.e., contacting OSHA or an OSHA State 
Plan). The mere fact that an employee contacted OSHA or 
could have contacted OSHA before the time set for the task 
does not mean that this element has not been met.  If there 
was insufficient time for OSHA to respond before the time for 
the task, this element has been met

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a fact-dependent inquiry.  In this case, one employee had contacted OSHA but had not yet received a response.  They had tried to get the condition corrected before working, but had been unsuccessful.



11(c) Work Refusal Elements, #5

 Where possible, sought from their employer, and were unable 
to obtain, a correction of the dangerous condition.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, the employee, if possible, must actually ask her employer to fix the condition.  The employee cannot assume that the employer knows and has refused to do anything about it.  She must actually ask, if possible. 



Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA)

 A person may not retaliate against a covered employee for
– refusing to operate a vehicle because to do so would violate a federal 

commercial motor vehicle rule related to safety, health, or security, 
OR

– because the employee had a reasonable apprehension of serious 
injury to himself or to the public related to a vehicle’s safety or 
security condition.  To obtain the benefits of this provision, the 
employee must have sought from the employer and been unable to 
obtain correction of the hazardous condition. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operating the vehicle  includes driving the vehicle or otherwise operating the vehicle.  Under  (i)  it must be proved that such a rule would actually be violated if the employee operated the vehicle.  Under (ii)  this does not have to be proved.



Federal Railroad Safety Act (FRSA) and National 
Transit Systems Security Act (NTSSA)

 An employer may not retaliate against an employee for
– refusing to violate a federal law, rule, or regulation related to 

railroad/transit safety or security 
– refusing to work when confronted with an imminent hazardous 

safety or security condition (if certain conditions are met); or
– refusing to authorize the use of any safety- or security-related 

equipment, track, or structures if those structures present an 
imminent hazardous safety or security condition (and certain 
conditions are met).

15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FRSA & NTSSA also have a protection for refusing to violate a law, rule or regulation.  Unlike in the STAA context, courts have held that only a reasonable belief is required to invoke that protection.For the other two categories of work refusal, (refusing to work when confronted with a hazardous safety condition/refusing to authorize use of equipment, track or structures), conditions for a protected work refusal under FRSA and NTSSA are very similar to those under 11(c), see the FRSA & NTSSA desk aids and work refusal worksheets in the desk aids.Security personnel, including transit police employed or utilized by a public transportation agency to protect riders, equipment, assets, or facilities, are not protected for refusing to work due to a hazardous safety or security condition.  However, security personnel are protected for reporting, in good faith, a hazardous safety or security condition.  For example, a transit police officer may not refuse to confront a person who entered a restricted area without authorization because of a broken lock.  However, that same officer is protected from retaliation for complaining about the broken lock.



Seaman’s Protection Act

 A person may not retaliate against a seaman for refusing to 
perform duties because of a reasonable apprehension of 
serious injury or serious impairment of health to the seaman, 
other seamen, or the public, if the seaman has first requested 
that the employer correct the dangerous condition

16



Other Work Refusal Protections

 Explicit protections for work refusals can be found in many statutes 
(e.g. ERA, PSIA, MAP-21, ACA, CPSIA, CFPA, FSMA) 

 Statutes without explicit work refusal protection have been 
interpreted to include work refusal protection at least in some 
circumstances (e.g. environmental statutes, SOX, AIR21)

 Consult statute-specific desk aids for more information

17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many statutes have explicit work refusal protections, for example:CPSIA, FSMA, ACA, CFPA, & MAP-21protect “objecting to or refusing to participate in” activities that violate the relevant laws.PSIA, & ERA have similar explicit protection for employees for refusing “to engage in any practice made unlawful” by the relevant law “if the employee has identified the alleged illegality to the employer.”Statutes without explicit work refusal protection have been interpreted to include work refusal protection at least in some circumstances (e.g. environmental statutes, SOX, AIR21):For instance, the environmental laws have been interpreted in case law to prohibit an employer from retaliating against an employee for refusing to perform duties in good faith based on a reasonable belief that the working conditions are unsafe or unhealthfulAIR21 & SOX have been interpreted to prohibit an employer from retaliating against an employee for refusing to perform work assignments that they reasonably believe would cause them to violate aviation safety or securities law or regulations.  In the AIR21 context, most cases have involved pilots refusing to fly pursuant to their regulatory “authority and responsibility for the operation and safety of the flight” and the regulatory requirement that the pilot in command “must restrict and suspend operations after learning of conditions that are a hazard to safe operations.” 



Work Refusal Hypothetical #1

 CP worked for RP as a bus driver for private schools.  CP’s bus started having 
problems as she drove.  At one point, the bus would only drive 5-7 mph.  She 
believed the transmission was slipping.  She pulled over and called RP to tell 
them the bus was unsafe to drive.  RP told her there were no other buses 
available.  CP reiterated that the bus was unsafe and may not be able to turn 
safely and thought they would eventually send a new bus.  About 40 minutes 
later, dispatch called to ask her where she was.  RP was angry and sent her a 
new bus.  RP terminated her that day for leaving the students on the bus and 
not picking others up, believing it was unsafe.

 Did CP engage in a valid work refusal under STAA?  
18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on Kennedy v. Advanced Student Transportation, 2009-STA-00049



Work Refusal Hypothetical #1 Analysis

 Under STAA, an employee may refuse to perform work if the 
employee had a reasonable apprehension of serious injury to 
himself or to the public related to a vehicle’s safety or security 
condition. 
 CP explained to RP that the bus was unsafe.  Driving 5-7 miles 

per hour on roads where people go much faster would be a 
problem.  CP engaged in a valid work refusal.
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Work Refusal Hypothetical #2

 CP was a construction worker.  His manager told him to go 
work in a trench for a job that needed to be completed that 
day.  CP looked at the trench and believed that it was 
improperly shored.  He told his manager about the condition 
and his refusal to go in the trench.  His manager told him to 
complete another task, which was safe, while he inspected the 
trench.  CP stormed off, angry that his manager wouldn’t take 
his word for it.  RP fired CP for walking off the job.
 Did CP engage in a proper work refusal under 11(c)? 20



Work Refusal Hypothetical #2 Analysis

 Improperly shored trenches can be very dangerous, so CP had a reasonable 
apprehension of death or serious injury.

 Because the trench could be dangerous, CP had a good faith reason for not going in 
the trench.

 He asked his manager to remedy the situation.
 CP knew the task needed to be completed that day, so he believed there was 

insufficient time to contact OSHA
 However, RP provided CP with a reasonable alternative – perform a different task.
 CP cannot meet all of the requirements of a valid work refusal under 11(c)

21



Part 2

Constructive Discharge
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Elements of Constructive Discharge

 The employer makes conditions so intolerable for an employee 
that the employee resigns. It must be shown that the 
employer’s imposition of intolerable conditions was because of 
the employee’s prior protected activity.  Merely quitting the 
job because conditions are unsafe is not a valid constructive 
discharge case. 

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the three topics discussed today, this one is the most difficult to prove.This is considered an adverse action because the employment relationship was, in effect, terminated involuntarily by the employer’s conduct.  So, we treat the resignation as a firing.  



Intolerable Conditions

 Conditions must be objectively intolerable

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The employer’s behavior must be egregious. 



Factors Indicating Constructive Discharge

 Demotion
 Reduction in salary
 Reduction in job responsibilities
 Badgering, harassment, or humiliation  by an employer 

calculated to encourage resignation
 Offer of early retirement that would make an employee worse 

off
25



Lockheed Martin Corp. v. Administrative Review 
Bd. U.S. Dept. of Labor, 713 F.3d 1121 (10th Cir. 
2013)

 CP started as communications director in 2003
 2006 reported inappropriate expenses charged to government as part of “pen pal” 

program with soldiers
 Lower performance appraisal
 Job posted without her knowledge
 Scolded for applying for promotion
 Lost office and told to telework or work in visitor office that doubled as supply room
 Lost job title and supervisory responsibilities
 Excluded from meeting where scheduled to win award
 Inquiries into the nature of her position met with silence
 Told she would be demoted

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actions CP’s boss had a role in:Hurt her chances for internal advancement, including bad mouthing her to others who did not know that CP had reported her boss’s fraudTaking her office away and making her work from home or in a room that doubled as a storage room.  Later they took even that away and told her to work in a cubicle.  Other people at her level had offices, not cubicles.Prevented her from attending a conference she had previously attended and where she was scheduled to receive an awardKept her in limbo about whether they were eliminating her job or another person’s jobCP’s boss either did all of these things to her directly or encouraged others to do so under the Cat’s Paw theory.   [ I wouldn’t mention Cat’s Paw.  That’s a subject for another webinar.] CP believed that her boss engaged in fraud and reported it internally.  She had received good reviews and treatment during her employment.  That all changed after her boss found out that she had reported her to management.  CP ended up becoming severely depressed as a result of everything orchestrated by her boss.  Given the totality of the circumstances, a reasonable person would have been forced to quit.  



Constructive Discharge Hypothetical #1

 CP worked as the Director of Operations for RP, a charter jet 
service.  CP alerted RP to several regulatory issues and 
informed him via text that an action RP wanted to take was 
illegal.  RP texted back and called CP a derogatory term.  
During another heated text exchange, RP threatened to fire CP 
if he kept complaining.  CP resigned when he had an additional 
disagreement with RP regarding the airworthiness of a 
particular aircraft.
 Did RP constructively discharge CP? 27

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on Gault v. Koury Aviation, Inc., 2014-AIR-00015



Constructive Discharge Hypothetical #1 Answer

 No.  RP had some harsh words for CP but did not create 
working conditions so intolerable that a reasonable person 
would be forced to quit.  RP made no moves to actually 
terminate CP’s position.  While RP may not have always acted 
kindly toward CP, the conditions were not objectively 
intolerable.
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Constructive Discharge Hypothetical #2

 CP worked for a woodworking business as an accountant/HR manager.  
She informed RP that she believed he was illegally classifying employees 
as independent contractors.  RP told CP he would keep classifying the 
workers as independent contractors because it reduced his tax 
obligations.  After CP told him of the violations, RP reduced CP’s hours 
by half, reduced her hourly rate by a third, forced her to come in at 7 
a.m., which she was unable to do because of childcare obligations that 
RP was aware of, and began berating her daily for perceived mistakes.  
CP quit.

 Did RP constructively discharge CP? 29



Constructive Discharge Hypothetical #2 Answer

 Yes.  CP engaged in protected activity under the Taxpayer First 
Act when she informed RP that he was illegally classifying 
employees as independent contractors.  RP retaliated by 
reducing her pay and hours, harassing her, and changing her 
schedule.  Effectively, RP made the situation intolerable for CP.  
Consequently, RP constructively discharged CP.   

30



Part 3

Ambiguous Action Doctrine
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What Is the Ambiguous Action Doctrine?

 An employer who decides to interpret an employee’s 
ambiguous actions as a quit or resignation has decided to 
discharge an employee. 

32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In other words, this is a situation in which an employer seizes upon an ambiguous  situation to say that an employee quit when the employee hasn’t. This discharge is an adverse action.   But keep in mind that in order to have a merit case there must be protected activity and there must be a causal connection between that protected activity and the employer’s seizing upon the ambiguous situation.  For example,  if the purported protected activity is cessation from work, it must meet the criteria for a valid work refusal.As far as we know, this doctrine isn’t usually referred to by any name.  For the sake of this webinar, we’ve called it the Ambiguous Action Doctrine.



Does the doctrine apply to all statutes?

 Most of the case law involves STAA and AIR21, but it is 
applicable to all the whistleblower statutes.
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Minne v. Star Air, Inc., ARB No. 05-005, ALJ No. 
2004-STA-26 (ARB Oct. 31, 2007) 

 RP was company operating commercial motor vehicles to sell 
ammunition at gun shows.  

 CPs drove to shows, sold ammunition, and brought back whatever 
didn’t sell.  

 WVDOT pulled over CP Privott for several violations
– Hauling a load in excess of 10,000 lbs. without a CDL
– Overweight trailer
– Truck didn’t have the name of the company, home base, or DOT number and
– Privott didn’t have a log book

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To better understand the doctrine, we’re going to discuss two of the seminal ARB cases on this issue. The first one is Minne.  



Minne v. Star Air, Inc., ARB No. 05-005, ALJ No. 
2004-STA-26 (ARB Oct. 31, 2007) , cont.

 Privott told RP he wouldn’t drive again until the issues were fixed.  
 Privott told CP Minne about the issues & Minne also objected.  
 Privott unsuccessfully tried to work with RP to resolve the issues
 Privott refused to drive b/c he believed rental truck did not comply with 

regulations
 Minne told RP repeatedly that he would not drive until the problems 

were corrected 
 Minne was removed from scheduling & his credit card was cancelled.  

35
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Presentation Notes
Privott told RP he wouldn’t drive again until the issues were fixed.  Privott told CP Minne about the issues, and Minne called RP to tell him he would return, rather than risk a citation.  Privott tried to work with CP’s secretary to resolve the issues.  RP wanted to rent a truck; Privott believed that would not resolve the issues.  After working with the secretary, Privott told her “there’s no way we can have this done” meaning the company could not comply with all applicable regulations before the next show.  RP rented the truck anyway.  Privott did not drive it, a hold was placed on his company credit card, and he was removed from the scheduling board.  Minne told RP repeatedly that he would not drive until the problems were corrected.  He was also eventually removed from scheduling.  His credit card was also cancelled.  



Minne v. Star Air, Inc., ARB No. 05-005, ALJ No. 
2004-STA-26 (ARB Oct. 31, 2007) Analysis

 RP alleged that both CPs quit.  
 Neither CP ever said they quit, but they both refused to drive 

until RP was in compliance with DOT regulations.  
 A discharge is any termination of employment by an employer. 
 There is no evidence that Privott or Minne resigned.  
 Ending of the employment relationship was one-sided. In this 

case, RP ultimately ended the relationship.
36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Because Minne and Privott did not actually resign but simply ‘did not return to their jobs’, the manager’s decision to remove Minne and Privott from the payroll rather than address the issues they had raised constituted  a decision to terminate them for what Star presumed was job abandonment.”The ARB noted that “under the STAA any discharge by an employer constitutes adverse action”.  That’s the crux here.  CPs did not affirmatively quit.  RP chose to interpret their refusal to drive as job abandonment.  They were willing to continue working, and had made it known, if the problems were resolved.  RP refused to resolve the issues.



Klosterman v. E.J. Davies, Inc., ARB No. 08-035, ALJ 
No. 2007-STA-19 (ARB Sept. 30, 2010)

 CP worked for RP as a shop steward  
 Shop steward can only be discharged if authorized by arbitrator  
 CP made many complaints to RP about the safety of various 

vehicles.  DOT found many violations.  
 RP expressed desire to appoint new shop steward in letter to union
 Same day, CP complained about his assigned truck’s condition.  
 RP told him to drive or go home.  CP went home.  
 RP told the union that CP had quit.  CP disagreed.

37

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CP worked for RP as a shop steward under a union contract.  Under the contract, the shop steward could not be discharged unless the discharge was authorized by an impartial arbitrator.  CP made many complaints to RP about the safety of various vehicles.  DOT found many violations.  RP wanted to appoint someone else shop steward and wrote a letter to the union stating such on 12/19/05.  On 12/20/05, CP complained again about his assigned truck’s condition.  RP told him to drive or go home.  CP went home.  That day, RP told the union that CP had quit.  CP disagreed



Klosterman v. E.J. Davies, Inc., ARB No. 08-035, ALJ 
No. 2007-STA-19 (ARB Sept. 30, 2010) Analysis

 The ARB cited Minne and noted that, “it is the supervisor's 
behavior. . ., rather than the employee's, which ultimately 
ended the employment relationship.”
 CP didn’t say anything ambiguous in this case, but RP chose to 

interpret his decision to go home as a quit.  
 Effectively, RP terminated CP’s employment.  Consequently, 

RP committed an adverse action.

38



Ambiguous Action Doctrine Hypothetical #1

 CP worked as a truck driver for RP.  CP complained to management several times 
that he was having various medical problems as a result of fumes from his truck.  RP 
inspected the truck several times and found no issues.  CP was eventually diagnosed 
with a health condition, and his doctor said he was too sick to drive.  RP had a policy 
that, if a driver could not drive due to injury or illness, it would send him home.  
After being cleared to return, RP would allow the driver to come back.  RP told CP it 
needed its truck back and offered him a bus ticket home.  CP refused because his 
doctors were located near RP and asked if RP would pay would pay for a hotel 
room.  RP declined and explained they weren’t firing him but sending him home 
until he was well enough to drive.  CP believed the RP fired him when they told him 
to go home.  He did not return.

 Did RP commit an adverse action against CP? 39
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Presentation Notes
Based on Davenport v. LTI Trucking Servs. Inc., 2020-0026 (ALJ 2016-STA-00015)



Ambiguous Action Doctrine Hypothetical #1 
Analysis

 No.  CP misunderstood RP, but that misunderstanding was 
one-sided on CP’s part.  
 The ambiguous action doctrine applies if the complainant says 

something or does something ambiguous that the respondent 
interprets as the complainant quitting.  
 RP’s policy was clear – they would have re-hired CP when he 

was well if he had asked to come back.  
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Ambiguous Action Doctrine Hypothetical #2

 Under DOT regulations, commercial truck loads have a total weight limit and a 
weight limit per axle.  RP received estimated weights from its clients.  RP’s practice 
was to drive to a weigh station and, if the truck was overweight on an axle, drive to 
a loading dock to rework it.  RP claimed that this was industry practice, though they 
knew it was illegal.  CP had an overweight axle and refused to drive it to have it 
reworked.  He also called DOT to confirm that he should not drive.  

 CP wrote the following text to RP:
– They’re asking me to do something illegal and I’m not doing it.  I’m done.

 RP interpreted the text as a statement that CP quit.
 Did RP commit an adverse action against CP?

41
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Presentation Notes
Based on Hood v. R&M Pro Transport, LLC and Baylor Intermodal, Inc., 2012-STA-00036



Ambiguous Action Doctrine Hypothetical #2 
Analysis

 CP did not expressly give notice of his resignation.
 CP’s text can be interpreted in two ways – quitting or refusing 

to continue an illegal practice.
 Because it was ambiguous, RP committed an adverse action 

against CP when it assumed he quit.

42
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Presentation Notes
This is based on an actual case.  Additional information from Hood – CP threatened to clean out his truck but didn’t.  Wanted to come back the next day and was told not to.
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Questions

 Presenter contact information:  
Meghan Smith - smith.meghan.p@dol.gov; 
Mark Lerner - lerner.mark@dol.gov
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Review

 You can now evaluate:
 Work refusals
 Constructive discharge
 Whether an employer interpreted an ambiguous action from an 

employee as a quit



Self-Registration Online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Self-Registration slide and explain the process.



Thank you for your webinar participation and feedback!

 Please complete the online training evaluation
 Open the Multimedia View Panel to complete the Training 

Evaluation Survey or copy and paste the URL into your web 
browser: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/3KTTS3X

Webinar Feedback Please
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Topics

 Determine statutes’ coverage
 Describe statutes’ protected activity
 Describe statutes’ enforcement responsibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain formatRemind people to look in the desk aids for guidance



Purpose of FRSA and NTSSA

 FRSA promotes safety in every area of railroad operations and 
reduces railroad-related accidents 
 NTSSA promotes safety and security in public transportation 

operations

By protecting employees from retaliation for a wide range of 
protected activities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FRSA promotes safety in every area of railroad operations and reduces railroad-related accidents by protecting employees from retaliation for engaging in protected activities including reporting alleged violations of federal law relating to railroad safety or security and reporting work-related injuries or hazardous safety or security conditions.NTSSA whistleblower protection provision promotes safety and security in public transportation operations by protecting employees from retaliation for engaging in protected activities related to public transportation safety or security.



Part 1

FRSA & NTSSA Process & Remedies
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Filing Deadlines and Investigation Procedures

FRSA & NTSSA share the same regulations and investigation 
procedures:
 180 days to file complaint with OSHA
 Contributing factor causation standard
 Preliminary Reinstatement
 ALJ statutes
 Kick-out available after 210 days
 Regulations at 29 CFR Part 1982

6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
180 days after the adverse action to file a complaintFor the new investigators, FRSA and NTSSA are both ALJ statutes that use the “contributing factor causation standard.”  That means for the case to be merit, the protected activity must be a contributing factor in the adverse action.  However, even if protected activity contributed to the adverse action, OSHA cannot find merit if there is clear and convincing evidence that the respondent would have taken the same action in the absence of the protected activity.FRSA and NTSSA provide for preliminary reinstatement.  So, in a merit case where the complainant has suffered a termination, demotion, or adverse transfer, OSHA will generally order reinstatement.  Before ordering reinstatement, OSHA will have to issue a due process letter to the respondent and allow the respondent an opportunity to respond to the evidence OSHA has gathered in the investigation.FRSA and NTSSA provide for ALJ hearings.  After OSHA issues its findings either party has 30 days to object and request an ALJ hearing.  The ALJ’s decision is appealable to the ARB (currently within 14 days of the ALJ decision but we are hoping to update the regulations and change the time for appeal to 30 days) and the ARB’s decision can be appealed to a court of appeals.  There is also the opportunity for the Secretary of Labor to exercise discretionary review of the ARB decision.FRSA & NTSSA provide for kick-out: If there is no final order of the Department of Labor within 210 days of the filing of the complaint, and the delay is not due to bad faith of the employee, the employee may bring their FRSA or NTSSA case in district court.



Available Remedies under FRSA and NTSSA

 Reinstatement with same seniority (incl. preliminary 
reinstatement)
 Back pay with interest
 Compensatory damages, including damages resulting from 

retaliation, and attorney’s fees
 Punitive damages up to $250,000
 Other injunctive relief

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All relief necessary to make EE whole (FRSA is explicitly limited to this, NTSSA allows make whole relief and more general relief to “abate the violation”).Reinstatement with same seniority that EE would have had but for the discrimination.Preliminary reinstatement – reminder: must first issue due process letter; should work with RSOL to coordinate.Economic reinstatement (front pay) -- possible when actual reinstatement is not possible.  But norm is for reinstatement.  Neither ER nor EE can chose economic reinstatement over actual reinstatement.FRSA adopts AIR 21’s rules procedures, including burdens of proof, but not its remedies.  FRSA has own remedies section.  20109(e).FRSA does not include provision that’s in AIR 21 (and NTSSA) permitting ER to recover up to $1,000 in atty fees from EE if complaint was frivolous or brought in bad faith.Examples:Medical expensesPain and suffering (range from $5,000 to $125,000)Lost opportunities for transfer or promotion ($5,000 in Metro-North cases)Damage to credit -- Araujo v. New Jersey Transit ($50,000)Loss of car and/or house -- Araujo v. New Jersey Transit ($12,000 for car; $346,000 for house)Examples of other injunctive reliefExpunging complainant’s personnel file.Posting notice regarding particular complainant and resolution of whistleblower complaint.  Requiring training for managers. Posting notice regarding employee rights generally.



Part 2

Coverage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coverage is where FRSA and NTSSA are the most different.   



FRSA Coverage

FRSA prohibits retaliation by:
 Railroad carriers 
 Officers & employees
 Contractors & subcontractors  (Sec. 20109(a) protected 

activities only)

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FRSA prohibits retaliation by any railroad carrier engaged in interstate or foreign commerce, as well as the railroad carrier’s officers or employees. Note that Officers and employees of railroad carriers may be individually liable for violations of the FRSA whistleblower protection provision.  However, the complainant must name these individuals in the complaint or make it clear to OSHA that the complainant wants to hold the individuals liable.Coverage under FRSA varies slightly depending on the category of protected activity that is at issue in the complaint.  Coverage for complaints under 20109(a) differs from coverage of complaints under 20109(b) or (c) if the respondent is a contractor or subcontractor of a railroad carrier. For 20109(a) protected activities, FRSA also prohibits retaliation by railroad contractors and subcontractors. Section 20109(b) does not cover contractors and subcontractors. Section 20109(c) is interpreted to apply only to railroad carriers and officers and employees of railroad carriers. Look at the desk aid and the checklists in the desk aid if you have questions about contractor coverage.



FRSA Coverage – Railroad Carriers

 Covered railroad carriers include:
– Freight railroads
– Long-distance, intercity passenger railroads
– Commuter railroads
– Short-haul passenger service (e.g., airport to downtown or to resort)
– Most tourist, scenic, and excursion railroads

 Urban rapid transit operations are not FRSA-covered railroad 
carriers

10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a technical definition of railroad carrier:A railroad carrier is a person providing railroad transportation. A railroad is any form of non-highway ground transportation that runs on rails or electromagnetic guideways.Examples include: freight railroads, long-distance, intercity passenger railroads, commuter railroads, short-haul passenger service, most tourist railroads, some high speed ground transportation systemsThe definition of railroad excludes urban rapid transit operations, such as -Metrorail (also known as Metro) (Washington, D.C. area) -Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) Rail (also known as the “L”) (Chicago area) -Subway systems in New York, Boston, and PhiladelphiaThese entities are covered under NTSSA.  Sometimes it is not clear whether an entity is a FRSA-covered commuter railroad or urban rapid transit.  OSHA generally will consult the FRA’s Statement of Agency Policy Concerning Enforcement of the Federal Railroad Safety Laws, 49 CFR Part 209, Appendix A, for guidance in determining whether the employer is a covered commuter railroad. The FRSA desk aid deals more with this situation.Commuter railroads may be covered by both FRSA and NTSSA



FRSA Coverage – Contractors and Subcontractors

 Section 20109(a) prohibits contractors and subcontractors of railroad 
carriers from discharging or otherwise retaliating against an employee 
for engaging in any of the protected activities listed in that subsection.

 Examples of contractors and subcontractors include: 
– manufacturers of railroad equipment
– repair shops
– track maintenance contractors
– staffing firms 
– medical contractors

11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section 20109(a) prohibits contractors and subcontractors of railroad carriers from discharging or otherwise retaliating against an employee for engaging in any of the protected activities listed in that subsection. For example, a contractor of a railroad carrier is prohibited from retaliating against an employee of the contractor for providing information to the employer regarding conduct that the employee reasonably believes violates FRA rules or for providing information to the National Transportation Safety Board regarding facts related to a railroad accident. For a contractor or subcontractor to be covered under FRSA, the facts of the case must relate to the contractor or subcontractor’s work in its capacity as a contractor or subcontractor of a railroad carrier. Contractors and subcontractors covered under section 20109(a)(1) may include, but are not limited to: manufacturers of railroad equipment, repair shops, track maintenance contractors, staffing firms, and medical contractors.



NTSSA Coverage

 NTSSA prohibits retaliation by:
– Public transportation agencies
– Officers & employees
– Contractors & subcontractors

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Respondent coverage is the same for all protected activities under NTSSA (not like FRSA)NTSSA prohibits contractors and subcontractors of public transportation agencies from retaliating against their employees for engaging in any of the activities protected under NTSSA.Whether a respondent is a covered contractor or subcontractor depends on the facts of the case. For a contractor or subcontractor to be covered, the protected activity must relate to conduct in the entity’s capacity as a contractor or subcontractor to a public transportation agency. Contractors and subcontractors may include, but are not limited to, entities such as manufacturers that make operational equipment to specification for public transportation agencies or firms that repair, maintain, or test equipment for public transportation agencies



NTSSA Coverage—Public Transportation Agency

 NTSSA covers public transportation agencies
– A public transportation agency is a “publicly owned operator of 

public transportation eligible to receive federal assistance under 
Chapter 53 of Title 49”

13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A public transportation agency is a “publicly owned operator of public transportation eligible to receive federal assistance under Chapter 53 of Title 49” (a chapter of the U.S. Code pertaining to public transportation).   



NTSSA Coverage—Public Transportation

 Public transportation means “regular, continuing, shared-ride 
surface transportation services that are open to the general 
public or open to a segment of the general public defined by 
age, disability or low income.” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For purposes of determining whether an entity is a public transportation agency, public transportation means “regular, continuing, shared-ride surface transportation services that are open to the general public or open to a segment of the general public defined by age, disability or low income.”  Public transportation includes, for example, public subways, light rail systems, bus systems, some ferries, and commuter railroads.



NTSSA Coverage, cont.

 What is not a public transportation agency?
– Intercity passenger rail transportation provided by Amtrak
– Intercity bus service
– Charter bus service
– School bus service
– Sightseeing transportation service
– Courtesy shuttle service of one or more specific establishments
– Intra-terminal or intra-facility shuttle services

15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a provider of passenger transportation is not publicly owned and eligible to receive federal assistance under Chapter 53, it is not covered by NTSSA.  The following entities are specifically excluded from the definition of public transportation:Intercity passenger rail transportation provided by AmtrakIntercity bus serviceCharter bus serviceSchool bus serviceSightseeing transportation serviceCourtesy shuttle service of one or more specific establishmentsIntra-terminal or intra-facility shuttle services



Covered Employees Under FRSA and NTSSA

Protected employees under FRSA and NTSSA include:
 Current employees
 Former employees
 Applicants for employment
 An individual whose employment could be affected by 

A railroad carrier or public transportation agency, or 
contactor/subcontractor. 

16
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Presentation Notes
1982.101(d)Employee means an individual presently or formerly working for, an individual applying to work for, or an individual whose employment could be affected by a public transportation agency or a railroad carrier, or a contractor or subcontractor of a public transportation agency or a railroad carrier.Employee coverage under FRSA & NTSSA is not limited to any particular category of employee such as “employees who perform safety sensitive functions” or “operating employees.”The regulations define NTSSA covered employees similarly.



Coverage Hypothetical #1

 Complainant works as an electrician for Shiny Signals that 
contracts with Rickety Railroad to install transformers for 
railway signals.  She complains in good faith to the project 
superintendent that after installing the transformer, the 
connected highway-rail grade crossing system it connects to is 
not functioning properly.  
 Does FRSA protect her?
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Coverage Hypothetical #1 Analysis

 Yes – Complainant is protected under 20109(a)(1).

18



Coverage Hypothetical #1, cont.

19

 What if she complained that it is unsafe to work on the 
transformer because it is placed on a housekeeping pad that 
hangs over a retaining wall more 10 feet above the ground 
and the worker is afraid she could fall? 

 Does FRSA protect her?



Coverage Hypothetical #1, Analysis cont. 

 No – Contractors are not protected under FRSA for reporting a 
hazardous safety or security condition under 20109(b)(1)(A). 

20
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Presentation Notes
Potential coverage under 11(c)



Coverage Hypothetical #2

 Complainant alleged that she was terminated for engaging in 
protected activity under NTSSA.  Complainant worked for the 
County of Henrico (CoH).  CoH was a member of the Greater 
Richmond Transit Company (GRTC), a regional transit authority.  
CoH does not operate any public transportation itself, but does 
contribute funds to a shared ride service offered by the local 
airport through GRTC.  

 Is CoH a public transportation agency under NTSSA?

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on Hilliard v. County of Henrico, 2018-NTS-00006 (OALJ Sept. 11, 2018)



Coverage Hypothetical #2 Analysis

 No – CoH has no public transportation.  GRTC is a separate 
entity.  The GRTC has members consisting of a group of 
different entities.  While CoH is a member of GRTC, it is 
separate and distinct from it.  

22
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Presentation Notes
A public transportation agency is a “publicly owned operator of public transportation eligible to receive federal assistance under Chapter 53 of Title 49” (a chapter of the U.S. Code pertaining to public transportation).  CoH was not eligible to receive assistance.



Part 3

Protected Activity
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General Protected Activity under Both FRSA and 
NTSSA

 Providing information to or assisting in investigation by:
– Federal, state, or local regulatory or law enforcement agency 
– A member or committee of Congress/GAO
– A supervisor or other person with authority to investigate, discover, or terminate 

misconduct

 Information or investigation must relate to: 
– violation of any federal law, rule, or regulation related to railroad/public 

transportation safety or security 
– fraud, waste, or abuse of federal grants or other public funds intended to be used 

for railroad/public transportation safety or security

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General principles for assessing protected activity:Employee’s act must be lawful and done in good faith.The employee’s good faith is generally presumed under the Department’s whistleblower protection statutes.Protection for providing information/assisting in an investigation includes circumstances where the employee is about to provide info. or assist or is perceived to do so.FRSA refers to gross fraud, waste & abuse while NTSSA does not use the term gross.  Both statutes protect an employee who reasonably believes that there is misconduct so in practice there may not be a difference between complaints that would be protected under FRSA and complaints that would be protected under NTSSA where the employee’s allegation involves fraud, waste & abuse. Providing information, directly cause information to be provided, or otherwise directly assist in any investigation regarding any conduct that the employee reasonably believes violates any federal law, rule, or regulation relating to-FRSA railroad safety or security or gross fraud, waste, or abuse of federal grants or other public funds intended to be used for railroad safety or security-NTSSA public transportation safety or security or fraud, waste, or abuse of Federal grants or other public funds intended to be used for public transportation safety or security.-Information or assistance must be provided to: (A) a Federal, State, or local regulatory or law enforcement agency (including an office of Inspector General under the Inspector General Act of 1978); (B) any Member or Committee of Congress, or the Government Accountability Office; or (C) a supervisor or a person who has authority to investigate, discover, or address the misconduct.



General Protected Activity under Both FRSA and 
NTSSA, cont.

 Refusing to violate or assist in the violation of any federal law, 
rule, or regulation relating to railroad/public transportation 
safety or security
 Filing a complaint, directly causing a proceeding to be brought, 

or testifying in a proceeding related to the enforcement of 
FRSA/NTSSA and other railroad safety and security laws listed 
in the statutes
 Reporting a hazardous safety or security condition

25
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Presentation Notes
Note that the protection for reporting a hazardous safety or security condition includes protection for reporting both occupational safety hazards and more transportation-related safety hazards and that the employee need only have a reasonable belief that the condition is hazardous.



General Protected Activity under Both FRSA and 
NTSSA, cont.

 Cooperating with a safety or security investigation by the Secretary 
of Transportation, the Secretary of Homeland Security, or the NTSB

 Providing information to the Secretary of Transportation, the 
Secretary of Homeland Security, the NTSB, or any federal, state, or 
local regulatory or law enforcement agency regarding facts relating 
to any accident or incident resulting in injury or death to an 
individual or damage to property occurring in connection with 
railroad transportation/public transportation
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Work Refusals under FRSA and NTSSA

 An employer may not retaliate against an employee for
– refusing to violate a federal law, rule, or regulation related to 

railroad/transit safety or security 
– refusing to work when confronted with an imminent hazardous 

safety or security condition (if certain conditions are met)
– refusing to authorize the use of any safety- or security-related 

equipment, track, or structures if those structures present an 
imminent hazardous safety or security condition (and certain 
conditions are met)

27
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Presentation Notes
FRSA & NTSSA also have a protection for refusing to violate a law, rule or regulation.  Unlike in the STAA context, courts have held that only a reasonable belief is required to invoke that protection.For the other two categories of work refusal, (refusing to work when confronted with a hazardous safety condition/refusing to authorize use of equipment, track or structures), conditions for a protected work refusal under FRSA and NTSSA are very similar to those under 11(c), see the FRSA & NTSSA desk aids and work refusal worksheets in the desk aids.Security personnel, including transit police employed or utilized by a public transportation agency to protect riders, equipment, assets, or facilities, are not protected for refusing to work due to a hazardous safety or security condition.  However, security personnel are protected for reporting, in good faith, a hazardous safety or security condition.  For example, a transit police officer may not refuse to confront a person who entered a restricted area without authorization because of a broken lock.  However, that same officer is protected from retaliation for complaining about the broken lock.



FRSA Protected Activity

 Notifying or attempting to notify the railroad carrier or the 
Secretary of Transportation of a work-related personal injury 
or illness of an employee 
 Accurately reporting hours on duty
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Prohibition on Denial, Delay or Interference with 
Medical or First Aid Treatment

 A railroad carrier, officer or employee may not deny, delay, or 
interfere with the medical or first aid treatment of an employee 
who is injured during the course of employment
 If an employee requests transportation to a hospital, the railroad 

must promptly transport the employee to the nearest hospital 
where the employee can receive safe and appropriate medical 
care

29
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Presentation Notes
Examples of violations related to denial, delay or interference with medical treatment:RR managers pressuring EE not to seek medical attention or to only take over the counter products or RR manager pressuring doctor not to prescribe prescription medicationRR manager accompanying EE into the treatment room to pressure EE to downplay the injuryDelaying treatment so that the EE can be required to submit a formal injury report before receiving treatment or so that the RR can do an investigation before EE receives treatmentTaking EE to a specific facility when other facilities are closer 



Prohibition on Discipline or Threats of Discipline Related 
to Medical or First Aid Treatment cont.

 Disciplining or threatening discipline for requesting medical or first aid 
treatment, or for following a treatment plan of a treating physician for 
an injury that occurred during the course of employment

 Discipline is defined as bringing disciplinary charges, suspending, 
terminating, placing on probation, or issuing a written reprimand

 Exception: A railroad carrier may refuse to allow an employee to 
return to work following medical treatment if refusal is pursuant to 
FRA medical standards for fitness for duty or (if none) the railroad 
carrier’s own standards for fitness for duty
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Protected Activity Hypothetical #1

 CP worked in various roles on a ferry.  The ship had been taken out of 
service for repairs.  When CP returned to work, she saw a sign warning 
of asbestos, a worker wearing a respirator, plastic sheeting, and a glove 
bag over an open ceiling.  She complained to her manager that there 
was ongoing asbestos work.  When she returned to the room, 
everything was gone, and she was told there was no asbestos.  CP 
started to have respiratory issues on board the ferry.  She complained 
to the Coast Guard and OSHA about asbestos and requested a 
respirator.  No asbestos was ultimately found.

 Did CP engage in protected activity under NTSSA?   
31
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Presentation Notes
Ibale v. Alaska Marine Highway System, 2014-NTS-00004 (OALJ Mar. 9, 2016)



Protected Activity Hypothetical #1 Analysis

 Yes – The NTSSA does not require that a hazardous condition 
actually exist, so long as CP has a reasonable belief that the 
condition is unsafe.  CP’s belief was credible because asbestos 
remediation work had recently been completed in the room 
and she’d seen asbestos workers in protective gear.    
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Protected Activity Hypothetical #2

 CP is a conductor.  In preparation for a train movement, she began to test the 
air brakes on all 40 cars as required by FRA regulations.   When she was partly 
done with the tests, the trainmaster ordered her to move the train because it 
was already late.  CP refused and completed the tests, discovering problems 
on the last car.  The trainmaster called her again to ask what was going on.  
CP told the trainmaster about the car with the defective brakes.  The 
trainmaster dismissed her concerns and ordered her to depart.  She refused 
because of the risk of derailment.  CP called the FRA to report that 
Respondent attempted to force her to move the train without completing the 
tests and the problem with the last car.

 Did CP engage in protected activity under FRSA?
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Protected Activity Hypothetical #2 Analysis

 CP engaged in protected activity under the following FRSA sections:
– 20109(a)(1)(C) – She provided information to her employer about a 

defective car
– 20109(a)(2) – She refused to violate the regulations that all cars must 

be tested
– 20109(b)(1)(B) – She refused to operate a train that she believed 

would derail because of the problem with the brakes
– 20109(a)(1)(A) – She reported to the FRA that a train car had a brake 

problem
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Part 4

Unique Issues in FRSA & NTSSA 
Investigations
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Unique Issues in FRSA & NTSSA Investigations

 Statute overlap
 Election of Remedies
 State sovereign immunity
 Special considerations in FRSA injury reporting cases
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There is overlap between FRSA, NTSSA & Other Statutes

 Ferryboats may be covered under NTSSA and SPA
 Commuter buses may be covered by NTSSA and STAA
 Safety and health complaints could fall under NTSSA and 11(c)
 Commuter or short-haul passenger railroads may be operated by transit 

agencies and would be covered by both FRSA & NTSSA
 Railroad and transit employees may raise environmental concerns

Election of remedies may apply when other statutes are implicated

37
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Presentation Notes
Both the FTA and Federal Highway Administration provide grant funding for ferryboat systems.  However, ferry operators are subject to the U.S. Coast Guard’s safety regulations.  Retaliation complaints in these situations can fall under both the Seaman’s Protection Act (SPA) and NTSSA.  Moreover, in situations where a public transportation agency operates a commuter bus service by contracting with a private company to provide and operate the bus, a retaliation complaint could fall under both the whistleblower provisions of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) (codified at 49 U.S.C. § 31105) and NTSSA.  In other situations, such as circumstances involving complaints about workplace hazards from employees of private contractors or subcontractors to a public transportation agency, a complaint could fall under both the OSH Act (or a state OSH Act analog) and NTSSA.  In cases where a complaint implicates both NTSSA and another anti-retaliation statute, NTSSA’s election of remedies provision may require that the complainant choose between pursuing the case under NTSSA or under the other anti-retaliation statute.      Possible other overlaps, environmental, ll(c), FRSA: Sox, ISCAWe’ll discuss election of remedies next.



Election of Remedies

 FRSA & NTSSA both provide that:
– An employee may not seek protection under both this section and 

another provision of law for the same allegedly unlawful act
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Election of Remedies—OSHA’s interpretation

 An employee cannot pursue a FRSA/NTSSA case and a case based 
on another statute prohibiting retaliation based on the same 
protected activity
 OSHA will docket a case under both FRSA/NTSSA and other 

applicable OSHA whistleblower statutes
 OSHA will require an election before THE END of its investigation
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There can potentially be a lot of overlap between FRSA & NTSSA and other OSHA whistleblower statutes or other laws such as state anti-retaliation statutes.We do not require employees to elect between FRSA, NTSSA and other potentially applicable OSHA whistleblower statutes at the time they file the complaint.  The OSHA investigation is informal and it may not be completely clear at the beginning of the investigation what statutes apply.OSHA will require an election before issuing findings or filing an 11(c) case in district court.When the complainant is pursuing a case under an anti-retaliation statute that is not administered by OSHA, the complainant may need to elect early in OSHA’s investigation.Work with RSOL if you have questions about whether election of remedies bars a FRSA/NTSSA case that you are investigating.FRSA and NTSSA are the only statutes with an election of remedies provision.  This issue does not arise under other OSHA whistleblower statutes.



Election of Remedies

Election of Remedies Does Not Apply
 Federal Employers’ Liability Act (FELA) & 

other worker’s compensation claims
 Title VII race, gender, national origin 

discrimination & retaliation claims
 Age Discrimination in Employment Act 

(ADEA) age discrimination claims
 State common law claims (e.g., 

termination against public policy)
 CBA grievance/arbitration

40

Election of Remedies Applies
 OSH Act Section 11(c) claims and state 

plan state analogs
 FRSA/NTSSA claims
 Claims under other whistleblower statutes
 Whistleblower claims under state statutes 

for same protected activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: The CBA grievance is only listed in the FRSA desk aid because it was specifically litigated under FRSA.  To our knowledge, there has not yet been an NTSSA case addressing it, but the analysis may be the same.
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Election of Remedies Example

 Complainant works as a laborer for Rickety Railroad that has a large rail yard with 
its own sewage treatment plant.  While moving supplies from a storage shed 
connected to the plant, she is overcome by chemical fumes causing her to feel ill.  
She also notices that sewage is leaking out of the plant, and flowing into an 
adjacent stream.  She notifies the superintendent of the problem and then refuses 
to work and asks for a different assignment.  The superintendent then states “you 
need to learn to take things like a man” and terminates her employment.   
Complainant files complaints with OSHA, the EEOC and lawsuit under the state’s 
whistleblower protection laws.

 How should OSHA proceed?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complainant must dismiss the lawsuit if she wished for OSHA to continue its investigation.  The state whistleblower cases addresses the same unlawful act – retaliation for reporting safety and environmental concerns.What about the EEOC case?  Complainant may maintain both the EEOC and OSHA cases because they address different unlawful acts – discrimination on the basis of sex, versus retaliation for reporting safety and environmental concerns. OSHA would need to consider any remedies awarded under the EEOC case (such as whether complainant recovered back pay) before ordering damages.
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Election of Remedies Example

Possible Statutes:

Days to File Preliminary 
Reinstatement

Punitive
Damages

Attorney
Fee

Burden of
Proof Kick Out

FRSA 180 Yes Yes – 250K cap Yes Contributing Yes

11(c) 30 No Yes No But For No

SDWA 30 No Yes Yes Motivating No

CAA 30 No No Yes Motivating No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if complainant dismissed the lawsuit, OSHA investigates and has reasonable cause to find that Respondent violated 11(c), CAA, SDWA and FRSA.  Discuss with Complainant the differing burdens of proof – FRSA contributing factor, CAA/SDWA motivating factor, 11(c) but for.Preliminary reinstatement – FRSA onlyPunitive damages – not under CAA, capped at $250k under FRSAAttorney Fee – not under 11(c), but the Department will try the case.Remember OSHA may docket and investigate a case that implicates FRSA & NTSSA and one or more other OSHA WB statutes.  But, election must be made prior to the close of OSHA’s FRSA/NTSSA investigation.  
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Election of Remedies Example

 Same facts except that she works for Loyal Labor which 
contracts with Rickety to perform labor on the yard?
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Election of Remedies Example

Days to File Preliminary 
Reinstatement

Punitive
Damages

Attorney
Fee

Burden of
Proof Kick Out

FRSA 180 Yes Yes 250k Cap Yes Contributing Yes

11(c) 30 No Yes No But For No

SDWA 30 No Yes Yes Motivating No

CAA 30 No No Yes Motivating No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FRSA 20109(b) not available to contractors.  Since there is no FRSA coverage OSHA would dismiss the FRSA claim.  The environmental statutes and 11(c) do not have election of remedies provisions, so there would be no election of remedies issue.



Emerging FRSA & NTSSA Issue:
State Sovereign Immunity

 State sovereign immunity sometimes raised if RP= public transportation 
agency or railroad owned/operated by a state
– Sovereign immunity NOT Applicable if RP is not “arm of the state” 

 For instance, state sovereign immunity will not apply to:
– Railroads and transit agencies run by local governments
– Private employers including contractors to transit agencies

45
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Presentation Notes
Sovereign immunity prevents a public-sector employer from being sued by private parties, such as employees, without its consent.



State Sovereign Immunity, cont.

 If state sovereign immunity applies, it will bar CP from pursuing the case 
beyond the OSHA level

 OSHA must investigate the case and can refer the case to RSOL for 
litigation even if CP cannot pursue the case before ALJ or district court

 Work with RSOL during the investigation to determine whether state 
sovereign immunity applies and to develop a merit case for litigation
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Sometimes commuter railroads and public transportation agencies are owned and operated by states.In those cases, state sovereign immunity may bar CP from pursuing the case beyond the OSHA level.OSHA must investigate the case and can refer the case to RSOL for litigation even though CP cannot pursue the case before an ALJ or district court.



Evaluating State Sovereign Immunity in FRSA and 
NTSSA Cases

 Is respondent raising state sovereign immunity? (can be waived if not 
raised)

 Is respondent an arm of the state? (Ask RP, CP & RSOL)
 If yes, is state sovereign immunity waived/abrogated?

– Neither FRSA nor NTSSA abrogates state sovereign immunity
– A state law, such as the enabling statute establishing the respondent 

agency, may contain a waiver of sovereign immunity (e.g. NJ law waives 
NJ Transit’s sovereign immunity for FRSA claims but not NTSSA claims)

 If not abrogated, state sovereign immunity applies and OSHA would have to 
refer a merit case to RSOL for litigation

47
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Presentation Notes
These are the steps in analyzing whether state sovereign immunity could apply but, again, work with RSOL if there is a chance state sovereign immunity could apply because you may have to refer the case to RSOL for litigation.
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Questions

 Presenter contact information
– Meghan Smith - smith.meghan.p@dol.gov
– Rob Swick - swick.robert@dol.gov
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Review

 As a result of viewing this presentation you should be able to:
– Determine statutes’ coverage
– Describe statutes’ protected activity
– Describe statutes’ enforcement responsibilities
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Topics

 Participants will be able to evaluate when it may be 
appropriate to
– Postpone a case
– Defer to a decision in another forum

 Participants will learn the procedures for postponing an 
investigation or deferring to a decision in another forum

3



Background

 Why are we giving this training?
– Stakeholder comments
– Confusion on the issue
– No prior training on the subject

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The policy on postponement and deferral is based on 29 CFR 1977.18 and on case law articulating analogous standards for postponement and deferral in cases under other OSHA whistleblower statutes.  Basically, due regard should be paid to the determination of other forums established to resolve disputes which may also be related to complaints under the OSHA whistleblower statutes.  At the stakeholder meeting on the aviation industry, several unions spoke out about what they believed were improper deferrals to union arbitration decisions.  After reviewing their concerns, we realized that we had no training materials on this topic.  As these are complicated issues, we’ve decided to give a training on them today.  



Part 1

Postponement

5



What is postponement?

 What is postponement?  It is delaying an OSHA whistleblower 
investigation because the complainant has a case pending  
before another agency or tribunal.

6



What are the criteria for postponement?

 The criteria are set forth in 29 C.F.R. 1977.18(b).
 The proceedings must not violate rights under any relevant OSHA 

whistleblower statute. 
 Forum must be able to decide the ultimate issue of retaliation
 The rights asserted and the factual issues in the other proceeding must 

be substantially the same rights as  those protected by the OSHA 
whistleblower statute. 

 The factual issues must be substantially similar.

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The criteria are  set forth in 29 C.F.R. 1977.18(b).The  rights asserted in the other proceeding must be  substantially the same rights as  those protected by the OSHA whistleblower statute.  They need not be the same.  For example, the rights protected by general state whistleblower  laws or  the common law tort of wrongful discharge  often encompass rights protected by OSHA whistleblower laws.   See, e.g., Perez v. Champagne Demolition, LLC, 2016 WL 3629095 (N.D. N.Y. 2016) (finding similarity between general state whistleblower law and section 11(c)).  Other examples of similar proceedings are those under State plan analogues to section 11(c), the National Labor Relations Act,  the common law of wrongful discharge, and anti-retaliation provisions of collective bargaining agreements.  The proceedings must not violate rights under any relevant OSHA whistleblower  (WB) statute.  Substantively, the other provision must not undercut rights protected by the OSH Act.  For example, it must not have a provision saying that an employee’s  right to complain to an agency is conditioned on the employee’s first complaining to the employer.  The other provision must afford due process.  In other words, the other  provision must allow the presentation of evidence and argument before an impartial tribunal either  by an agency or the complainant, although it may allow an agency to dismiss a case without litigation. The remedies afforded by the other proceeding must at least include reinstatement and back pay.Factual issues must be substantially similar.Forum must be able to decide the ultimate issue of retaliation.  This is most important.   The protected activity  alleged in the other proceeding does not have to be the same as the protected activity in the OSHA WB case, but it must at least include the protected activity in the OSHA WB case.  For example, if a state statute forbids retaliation against an employee for reporting a violation of any law to a government agency,  that protected activity encompasses  the filing of a complaint under the OSH Act, which is protected  by section 11(c).     OSHA can also postpone if the parties are trying to settle the case on their own and ask OSHA to postpone.



What is the postponement procedure?

 Notify parties of postponement
 Notify parties they must tell us the results of the proceeding
 Case remains open during postponement
 If the other proceeding is not resolved after a long time, OSHA 

may end the postponement and resume the investigation.  

8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To postpone the OSHA case, the parties must be notified that the investigation is being postponed pending the outcome of the other proceeding and that OSHA must be notified of the results of the proceeding upon its conclusion. The case must remain open during the postponement. Any party can ask for postponement.  OSHA has the power to approve or deny a request to postpone an investigation.Factors to be considered in  deciding whether to resume the investigation are: length of  time,  the possible merit of the case,  the possibility that evidence will become stale or will not be obtainable,  the economic needs of the complainant, and  the effects of not obtaining  relief on co-workers.   



Postponement when a complainant kicks out

 If a complainant files under a statute with a kickout provision 
and one without, consider postponing the investigation under 
the statute without a kickout provision
– Postponing is often but not always the best course of action
– If a complainant kicks out, OSHA should not treat the other 

claim as withdrawn.

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When is it not appropriate to postpone?For instance, in some circumstances in the ALJ statute context the claim under the non-kickout statute may be significantly different from or stronger and more straightforward than the claim under the kickout statute or complainant’s counsel may have made clear that the complainant wants to pursue both claims expeditiously in separate forums (i.e. before an ALJ and before the district court).  In a circumstance like that, OSHA should probably just proceed with the investigation and issue its findings so that the complainant can pursue the non-kickout claim before the ALJ.Unless there is a clear indication from complainant or complainant’s counsel that the complainant wants to withdraw the non-kickout (AIR21, environmental, or 11(c), AHERA, or ISCA) claim, OSHA should not treat the kickout as a withdrawal of the non-kickout claim.  In no instance, should OSHA make a unilateral decision that a kickout is a withdrawal of other claims under statutes that don’t have a kickout.



Postponement Hypothetical #1

 CP works as a truck driver.  CP files a STAA claim, alleging RP 
suspended him for refusing to violate HOS rules.  At the same 
time, CP files a union grievance.  The union grievance 
procedures allows for a neutral arbitrator. Also, the CP may
have a union representative, and the arbitrator can determine 
whether RP retaliated against CP.  RP asks OSHA to postpone 
the STAA investigation until the arbitration, which is scheduled 
for two weeks from the request.
 Is postponement appropriate? 10



Postponement Hypothetical #1 Analysis

 Yes.  CP will have representation, the arbitrator is neutral 
(rather than a RP employee), and the forum can decide the 
ultimate issue of retaliation. 
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Postponement Hypothetical #2

 CP worked as a railroad engineer. CP files a FRSA claim alleging RP 
terminated him for reporting a workplace hazard.  RP claims it 
terminated CP for causing the hazard. Pursuant to the CBA, RP held an 
investigative hearing overseen by a railroad manager prior to 
terminating CP. CP and management witnesses testified. The only issue 
considered in hearing was whether there was a violation of the safety 
rule. RP found a violation and terminated CP. The hearing officer did not 
have authority to consider retaliation. CP has appealed his termination 
to a Public Law Board (“PLB”) which will consider his case based on the 
record from the railroad hearing.

 Is postponement appropriate? 12



Postponement Hypothetical #2 Analysis

 No. CP had representation and was able to present testimony 
and evidence. However, the hearing was presided over by a 
company official and did not consider the ultimate issue of 
retaliation. While the PLB is a neutral body, it will not collect 
new evidence and instead will rely on the record from the 
company hearing. Deferral to the PLB’s final decision also 
would not be appropriate for the same reasons.

13



Part 2

Deferral

14



What is deferral?

 When another agency or tribunal has issued a final 
determination regarding the same adverse action(s) alleged in 
an OSHA whistleblower complaint, in some circumstances, 
OSHA should defer to the agency’s or tribunal’s conclusion and 
dismiss the case.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will break down these circumstances on a later slide.Note on terminology:  The section 11(c) regulation at 29 C.F.R. 1977.18 (c) and the WIM use the word “deferral.”  The word which most appropriately applies to the practice of deferring to, i.e., going along with, another agency’s or tribunal’s determination is “deference”.There’s a difference between a decision in another forum and a settlement reached in another forum.  We treat settlements reached in another forum the way we do any other settlement – it’s not a deferral.



Examples of Decisions to Be Considered for 
Deferral

 Union arbitration decisions 
 Arbitration decisions outside of  collective bargaining
 State court and adjudicatory  agency decisions
 Determinations of agencies investigating WB cases under 

OSHA State Plans
 Federal court and adjudicatory agency decisions

16



Criteria for Deferral

 The proceedings must have dealt adequately with all factual issues, 
including considering whether there was retaliation for WB activity. 

 The proceedings must have been fair, regular, and free of procedural 
infirmities. 

 The outcome of the proceedings must not be repugnant to the policy or 
purposes of the relevant OSHA whistleblower statute. 

 If the other action is dismissed without an adjudicatory hearing, such 
dismissal will not ordinarily be determinative of the OSHA 
whistleblower complaint. 

17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The criteria for deferring to the decision of another agency or tribunal, as set forth in 29 C.F.R. § 1977.18(c), with explanations are as follows: The proceedings must have dealt adequately with all factual issues.  It is OK if the proceeding dealt with issues other than those involved in the OSHA WB case.  But they  must have dealt with all the elements of an OSHA WB case, i.e., protected activity, adverse action, causation, and respondent’s knowledge or suspicion of the protected activity.The proceedings must have been fair, regular, and free of procedural infirmities.  The complainant must have been allowed to be represented by counsel or another representative.  The complainant must have been given adequate time for preparation. The complainant must have been allowed to  engage in discovery, present evidence, and to make arguments.  The decision must be in writing, set forth findings of fact, and  reasonably interpret any provisions relevant to the OSHA WB case.The outcome of the proceedings must not be repugnant to the policy or purposes of the relevant OSHA WB statute.  It is OK if the other legal provision protects activity more broadly than the OSHA WB statute does as long as it protects activity which is protected  by the OSHA WB statute.  For example,  it’s OK if a general state WB law broadly protects reporting violations of law to government agencies because that protection would  include similar activity protected by OSHA WB statutes.  However, the other legal provision must not have restrictive provisions, such as requiring an employee to complain to management before complaining to a government agency.  A decision in favor of a complainant should generally not be deferred to if it does not order reinstatement and back pay.If the other action is dismissed without an adjudicatory hearing, such dismissal will not ordinarily be determinative of the OSHA WB complaint.  There are three exceptions to this guideline: 1) settlements between the employer and the employee which are approved by OSHA; 2) dismissals by OSHA State Plan agencies after  review by OSHA in accordance with the procedures in the State Plans chapter of the WIM; 3) settlements by the NLRB ; or 4) decisions by the  NLRB General Counsel not to file unfair labor practice charges if the decision is based on the necessary elements of the OSHA WB case.  For example, the decision of the NLRB general counsel not to prosecute because the employee’s allegedly protected activity was not concerted should not be deferred to. 



Internal Postponement and Deferral

 Occurs when a complainant has a case under both a district court statute (i.e. 
11(c), AHERA, or ISCA) and an OSHA administrative statute (e.g.,  STAA, AIR-
21, etc.)

 Cases dismissed under an administrative statute, should be dismissed under 
the district court statute,  unless there are separate issues in the cases. 

 If OSHA issues a merit finding in an administrative case,  the case under the 
district court statute should ordinarily be dismissed. 

 If an adjudicator issues a final order against an  employee in an administrative 
case, the district court statute case must be dismissed, unless there are 
clearly separate significant issues in the latter case. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the type of postponement and  deferral we are about to discuss is not strictly the type of  postponement and deferral  dealt with  by 29 C.F.R. § 1977.22,  it comes up from time to time. We’re talking about an OSHA WB case under both a district court statute, i.e., section 11(c), AHERA, or ISCA, and an OSHA administrative WB statute or statutes. If OSHA dismisses a case under an administrative statute, it should also dismiss the case under the district court statute,  unless there are separate issues in the cases.  For example, if the driver of a commercial motor vehicle claims  that he was fired for complaining about bad brakes , protected activity under STAA, and complaining about slipping on an oily garage floor , protected activity under section 11(c),  a dismissal of the STAA case would not necessarily result in a dismissal of the section 11(c) case.  It may be appropriate to postpone the section 11(c) case pending resolution of the STAA case.  Similarly, if the administrative case is dismissed because of a lack of coverage,  this dismissal would not automatically result in a dismissal of the district court statute case; further  investigation or postponement should be considered.If OSHA issues a merit finding in an administrative case,  the case  under the district court statute should ordinarily be dismissed as a matter of prosecutorial discretion.  It should be kept in mind that RSOL may litigate cases before DOL ALJs under all the administrative statutes.   If the case involves protected activities under both statutes, the OSHA Regional Office in consultation with RSOL should determine whether proceeding under the district court statute would be advisable. If a DOL ALJ, the ARB, the Secretary upon review of an ARB decision, or a court of appeals, issues a final order against an  employee in an administrative case, the district court statute case must be dismissed, unless there are clearly separate significant issues in the latter case.  So, for example, if  there is a final DOL order or court of appeals decision against the employee in which the tribunal ruled that the employee suffered adverse action  for a legitimate non-discriminatory reason,  the district court statute case must be dismissed.  However, for example, if  the DOL  or the court of appeals ruled against the employee because of a lack of coverage  or protected activity under the administrative statute,  it would be appropriate  to proceed with the district court statute case if coverage is broader or a different protected activity is involved. 



When is deferral  to arbitration not under a 
collective bargaining agreement  (non-union) 
appropriate?

 Deferral should be the exception, not the rule:
– Factors previously mentioned need to be considered(ie. all 

relevant factual issues including retaliation were considered 
in the arbitration, fairness, and repugnance to the WB 
statutes) 

– Procedural fairness and whether the outcome is repugnant 
to whistleblower law may be of greater concern in this 
context

19
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Presentation Notes
If there is a non-union arbitration decision, the best course of action is to refer the deferral issue to RSOL, but still gather any information needed for the deferral determination when requested by RSOL.



Factors to consider in determining whether a non-
union arbitration agreement is fair

 Was the employee’s agreement to arbitration voluntary?
– Was the agreement made as a condition of employment or after the 

dispute arose? 
– Was the arbitration agreement entered into in a way that generally 

invalidates a contract, such as fraud or duress?

 Does the arbitration agreement provide for a neutral 
arbitrator?

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the WB statutes (e.g. SOX, CFPA, TFA, AMLA) ban pre-dispute arbitration agreements outside of the CBA context. Under statutes that ban predispute arbitration agreements, you could only defer to an arbitration if CP agreed to arbitrate after the adverse action occurred not if for instance the arbitration agreement was just part of the employment agreement or in the employee handbook.



Factors to consider in determining whether a non-
union  arbitration agreement is fair, cont.

 Does the agreement allow for discovery for the employee?
 Is the arbitration prohibitively expensive for CP or is the cost of 

arbitration greater than the potential relief to CP?
 Does the agreement permit the employee to recover the full 

range of remedies available under the applicable statute?
 Are the arbitration agreement’s terms binding on both the 

employee and employer?
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Deferral procedure

 Obtain all applicable information about the other proceeding, 
especially the decision of the other forum.
 Consult with RSOL and gather any information requested by 

RSOL.
 Determine whether referral is appropriate on the basis of the 

criteria previously discussed in consultation with RSOL. 
 Issue findings based on  deferral if appropriate.

22



Deferral procedure, cont.

 The ROI must include a discussion of why deferral is 
appropriate
 Draft abbreviated Secretary’s Findings
 Record in OITSS as “Dismissed”

– If the other proceeding results in a settlement of the OSHA 
whistleblower claim, record as “Settled Other” and process according 
to the procedures in the WIM settlement chapter

23
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Presentation Notes
The supervisor must obtain the concurrence of RSOL for this determination.  This assessment will be documented in an ROI prepared for the case.In cases where the investigator recommends a deferral to another agency’s or tribunal’s decision, grievance proceeding, arbitration, or other appropriate determination, abbreviated Secretary’s Findings based on the deferral will be issued dismissing the case.  The parties will be notified of their right to object or request a review, depending on the whistleblower statute.  The case will be considered closed at the time of the deferral and will be recorded in OITSS-Whistleblower as “Dismissed.”  If the other proceeding results in a settlement, it will be recorded as “Settled Other,” and processed in accordance with the procedures set forth in the settlement chapter of the WIM.



Deferral Hypothetical

 RP terminated CP after CP was injured on the job, claiming that CP was 
hurt because she violated safety protocols.  CP filed an 11(c) claim. CP 
was also covered by a CBA with an arbitration clause.  At the 
arbitration, CP was represented by two union officials.  The arbitrators 
were RP employees.  CP was allowed to present evidence and rebut 
claims but was not able to conduct discovery.  The arbitrators found 
that she had been working unsafely and was not terminated for 
reporting an injury.

 Should OSHA defer to the results of the arbitration if CP files an 11(c) 
claim?
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Deferral Hypothetical Analysis

 No.  While there are factors that lean toward granting deferral 
– the ability to present evidence and the retaliation issue was 
actually litigated - ultimately, the proceeding was decided by 
RP employees.  This was not a neutral forum.  In addition, CP 
was not allowed to conduct discovery, which may have led to 
evidence showing that RP fired her for illegal reasons.  
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Part 3

Special Topics in Postponement and  Deferral
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Arbitration  Agreements

 In order to defer, does OSHA need a copy of the arbitration 
agreement (whether an arbitration under a  collective 
bargaining agreement or not)?

27



Arbitration Agreements, cont.

 Yes
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Transcripts and exhibits

 Can you use transcripts and exhibits  from another proceeding   
as evidence, even if you don’t defer to the decision of the 
other forum?

29



Transcripts and exhibits, cont.

 Yes. Investigators may use testimony and exhibits in the other 
proceeding to make factual findings in the OSHA WB case, 
even if there is no deferral to the decision of the other forum.
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Remedies

 Is deferral appropriate if complainant has been received some 
remedies through the other forum but the other forum did not 
decide the retaliation issue?

31



Remedies, cont.

 It depends.  If there are additional remedies, such as 
compensatory or punitive damages, that complainant or the 
Secretary could pursue under the OSHA WB statute, deferral is 
not appropriate.

32
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Lucia v. American Airlines AIR21 case
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Questions

 Presenter contact information
– Meghan Smith - smith.meghan.p@dol.gov 
– Mark Lerner - lerner.mark@dol.gov



Review

 As a result of viewing this presentation you should be able to:
– Evaluate when to postpone a case
– Evaluate when to defer to another forum’s decision
– Describe postponement/deferral procedures
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